Neudesic's Data Governance Accelerator brings together Microsoft Synapse, Purview, and Profisee MDM, to help organizations overcome common data challenges associated with a sprawling data ecosystem. Neudesic brings our data governance experience, innovation assets, and corporate partnerships to reduce time to deploy an end to end data governance strategy and customized solution.

Take the next step towards an end-to-end enterprise governance solution that is customizable, reliable, and auditable

Neudesic’s Data Governance Accelerator brings together Microsoft Synapse, Purview, and Profisee MDM, to help organizations overcome common data challenges associated with a sprawling data ecosystem. Neudesic brings our data governance experience, innovation assets, and corporate partnerships to reduce time to deploy an end to end data governance strategy and customized solution.

Our Delivery Process

**Envision** 2 Weeks
- Identify business challenges, opportunities, and business scenarios
- Document data classifications and compliance requirements
- Understand the data ecosystem and identify and enrich data sources

**Design** 2 Weeks
- Create a custom data governance framework; including a set of rules, policies, organizational role delegations, and data lifecycle processes
- Architecture for Purview data map, data catalog, data insights, and Profisee MDM

**Develop** 4+ Weeks
- Deploy Synapse, Purview, and Profisee faster with infrastructure as code and automated Data Load and Classification pipelines
- Documentation, training, and best practices for Purview and Profisee to ensure a sustainable solution

Final Deliverables

- End-to-end Data Governance solution: Metadata Management (Purview) + Master Data Management (Profisee) + Persona Driven Access Control
- Reduce deployment complexity with preconfigured data pipelines, infrastructure as code, and documentation
- Integration with Microsoft Azure Synapse and Neudesic’s Data Platform
- Frameworks, policies, and training for sustainable data governance

Neudesic is a trusted Microsoft Partner

2022 US Artificial Intelligence Award Winner
2022 Global Modernizing Apps Award Winner
2021 US Financial Services Award Winner
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